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The Measurement Problem

• Dealing with unobserved macro superpositions
• The three following claims are incompatible

• 1) the wf evolves according to the 
Schrödinger equation 

• 2) the wf provides the complete description 
of all physical systems

• 3) measurements have results
• ‘Precise’ (=no vague concepts involved) 

solutions: 
• Deny 1: spontaneous localization theory 

(GRW)
• Deny 2: pilot-wave theory (de Broglie, Bohm) 
• Deny 3:  many-worlds theory (Everett)



Quantum Mechanics and 
Scientific Realism

• SR: scientific theories are approximately true 
and can guide us in our metaphysics

• Usual story: 
• QM is incompatible with SR unless one solves 

the measurement problem
• MW, BM, GRW are equally satisfactory in solving 

the measurement problem 
• So, They are equally compatible with SR
• People disagree about which is to be preferred 

because they judge differently the weight of the 
different objections to each theory 



Which Theory? 
• The MW theory:

• Pro: simplest, most straightforward,…  
• Contra: Revisionary metaphysics, Probabilities, 

Born rule, wf in configuration space, … 

• The GRW theory: 
• Pro: more compatible with relativity
• Contra: stochastic, ad hoc, wf in configuration 

space,…

• The Pilot-Wave theory: 
• Pro: explanatorily simple
• Contra: redundant, explicitly nonlocal, ‘too 

classical’,…



My View
• People disagree because they have in 

mind a different type of explanation
• This leads them to endorsing different 

types of realism
• So, it is not true that all solutions of the 

MP are equally compatible with SR 
• A problem for the supporter of MW:

• The type of explanation MW theory 
privileges leads to a type of realism 
which is so weak that it seems to 
undermine the original motivation of 
looking for such a theory 



Primitive ontology

• Some argue that for a theory to be satisfactory it 
needs to have a 3d ontology (primitive ontology, 
local beables)

• Because of this, to be a satisfactory theory it is 
not enough to solve the MP

• In fact, if a theory solves the MP by denying 
anything other than 2 (completeness), it still 
may not have a 3d ontology: 

• MW and GRW do not have it
• So, a satisfactory theory needs to solve another 

problem
• The problem of completeness: any theory 

needs to be completed with a 3d ontology in 
order to be satisfactory



Constructive explanation
• Why is the problem of completeness so 

fundamental form the primitive ontologists? 
• Because they favor a ‘constructive’ 

explanation: 
• Compositionality: Macro objects are composed by 

micro objects (the PO)
• Dynamical reductive explanation: Macro 

properties and macro behavior are explained in 
terms the dynamics of  micro objects

• Example: kinetic theory

• Constructive explanation accounts for why a 
phenomenon happens in terms of 
compositionality and the micro dynamics



Constructive explanation
• If a theory has a 3d ontology, then it can 

explain the macro phenomena 
constructively

• If a theory has only the wf in a high 
dimensional space, it does not

• GRW_0, MW do not explain the macro 
phenomena in this way 

• This is an important reason why the 
primitive ontologists think these theories 
are inadequate and need to be completed 
by a 3d ontology 



Principle explanation
• What type of explanation do the proponents of 

MW seem to favor? 
• ‘Principle’ explanation: 

• Macro phenomena are accounted for in 
terms of principles 

• Example: thermodynamics
• Principle of conservation energy: phenomena 

which do not conserve energy are not observed 

• Principle explanations explain why we should 
expect a phenomenon to happen, but they do 
not explain why the principle holds

• They ‘save the appearances’: 
• They systematize experience in terms of the 

principles



The MW theory and its principles
• A family of effectively non-interfering or decoherent histories of coarse 

grained events associated with relatively stable systems at the 
macrolevel emerges through decoherence

• Decoherence selects the preferred basis; the wf decomposes into a 
linear superposition that can be interpreted as effectively describing an 
emergent branching structure of non-interfering quasi-classical ‘worlds,’
weighted by the Born probabilities. 

• The alternative outcomes of a quantum measurement process are 
associated with different branches in the decomposition with respect to 
the decoherence basis 

• A rational agent on a branch can be uncertain about which branch they 
will subsequently occupy 

• Such an agent can have rational credences (degrees of belief that 
satisfy the axioms of probability theory) about the outcomes of 
measurements

• Alternatively, even without uncertainty, an agent faced with multiple 
futures will care about what happens on a branch, and so will have a 
‘caring measure’ for decision-making 

• An agent’s credence function or caring measure conforms to the 
objective quantum mechanical weights of the different branches 
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The disagreement, reinterpreted

• Primitive ontologists: 
• Require completeness  constructive        

problem                                   explanation 
• MW-theorists: 

• Enough to solve the MP  principle
‘precisely’                               explanation

• Fine. So what? 
• Claim: people who like principle 

explanations are usually 
instrumentalists, not realists! 



Some explicit use of principle 
theories…
• The Information-Theoretic 

approach of Bub and Pitowsky: 
• Quantum statistics are recovered by 

the constraints that Hilbert space 
structure imposes on the quantum 
dynamics

• The wf has the role of describing an 
agent’s preferences (or expectations 
or degrees of belief) about 
measurement outcomes



Some explicit use of principle 
theories…
• The explicitly characterize their 

view as providing a principle 
type of explanation

• to explain is to tell the 
experimenter what to expect

• (The argue that principle explanation 
are to be preferred to constructive 
explanations) 



Some explicit use of principle 
theories…
• A twist: 
• The proponents of the IT approach 

claim they are realists about 
quantum theory

• Measurements are the fundamental 
ontology

• They do claim that one does not 
need to solve the MP as indicated

• To be realist is to provide an objective 
description 



Some explicit use of principle 
theories…
• However, The proponents of 

the IT approach think that the 
problem to solve is a problem 
of empirical adequacy

• Correctly systematize data
• Von Neumann rule is enough

• But most people would think of 
them as borderline 
instrumentalists, rather than 
realists



The disagreement, reinterpreted

• Primitive ontologists: 
• Require completeness  constructive        

problem                                   explanation 
• MW-theorists: 

• Enough to solve the MP  principle
‘precisely’                               explanation

• IT approach: 
• No need to solve the MP  principle

other than adding                  explanation 
the vN rule



IT vs MW vs PO
• IT proponents are ‘weak’ realists, borderline 

instrumentalists 
• To explain in terms of principle is enough 

recovering the data is enough
• The MW theory also explains in terms of 

recovering the data using constraints enforced 
by suitable principles

• As opposed to explain why these principles hold 
and/or to explain the macro phenomena in terms of 
the micro dynamics

• So, MW theorists are ‘weak’ realists too
• Compare with the primitive ontologists who 

want a constructive explanation
• ‘strong’ realists 



The disagreement, reinterpreted

• Primitive ontologists: 
• Require completeness  robust        

problem                                   realism
• MW-theorists: 

• Enough to solve the MP  weak
‘precisely’                               realism

• IT approach: 
• No need to solve the MP  weak

other than adding                  realism
the vN rule



The realism problems
• The realism problem=(def) the problem to 

solve to make QM amenable to a realist 
interpretation 

• PO: realism problem=completeness
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• MW: realism problem=MP
• Deal with unobserved macro superpositions 
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The realism problems
• The realism problem=(def) the problem to 

solve to make QM amenable to a realist 
interpretation 

• PO: realism problem=completeness
• IT: realism problem=empirical adequacy

• Correctly systematize data
• Von Neumann rule can fix that

• MW: realism problem=MP
• Deal with unobserved macro superpositions 
• Why not the von Neumann rule? 



Why should someone care 
about the measurement 
problem? 

• The MP is the problem of dealing 
with unobserved macroscopic 
superpositions

• It is about the macro level 
• A realist interested in the 

dynamical micro to macro 
explanation (robust realist) 
should not care about it 

• In fact, the primitive ontologists keep 
talking about ‘completing the wf’ with 
some 3d ontology



Why should someone care 
about the measurement 
problem? 

• An instrumentalist who cares 
about principle type of 
explanations also should not 
care about eliminating them 
‘precisely’

• In fact, the proponents of the IT 
approach think there is no need to 
solve it in a precise way

• It is unclear to me why 
anyone should care about it!  
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Possible replies
• 1) The von Neumann rule involves the notion of 

measurement, which is vague
• But so is the appeal to decoherence, macroscopic objects, and 

the like
• Why should it matter if it is vague if all you care about is to 

describe what you should expect?  

• 2) Dynamics is important to unify the dynamics at 
micro and macro

• But why is it important? Where else is it important in your 
explanatory schema? 

• 3)We do not employ a principle type of 
explanation 

• But it is not dynamical either: you do not explain macro 
behavior in terms of micro behavior. 

• You do not even have microscopic 3d entities since all you 
have is a wf in configuration space  



Conclusion
• I have argued that the MW theory, by solving the 

MP without adding a 3d ontology, favors a 
principle type of explanation: to explain is ‘save 
the appearances’

• This is what the IT proponents also do, and they 
are (borderline) instrumentalists 

• The IT approach claims there is no need to solve 
the MP precisely in virtue of the fact that all it 
needs to be done is saving the appearances

• So, why does one even need to solve the MP? 
• If there is no need to solve it, then there is no 

need to come up with a theory like MW 
• So, why should we believe in such a theory? 



Thank you!
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